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1. Introduction 
In today's communication networks, the widespread use of optical fiber and passive optical 
elements allows to use quantum key distribution (QKD) in the current standard optical 
network infrastructure. In the past few years, quantum key distribution schemes have 
attracted much study. The security of modern cryptographic methods, like asymmetric 
cryptography, relies heavily on the problem of factoring large integers (Rivest et al., 1978), 
(Schneier, 1996). In the future, if quantum computers become reality, any information 
exchange using current classical cryptographic schemes will be immediately insecure (Shor, 
1994), (Shor, 1997). Current classical cryptographic methods are not able to guarantee long-
term security. Other cryptographic methods, with absolute security must be applied in the 
future.  
Cryptography based on the principles of quantum theory is known as quantum cryptography 
(Bennett et al., 1982), (Bennett & Brassards, 1984), (Bennett, 1992), (Imre & Balázs, 2005). 
Using current network technology, in order to spread quantum cryptography, interfaces 
must be implemented that are able to manage together the quantum and classical channels. 
The information-theoretic security of optical-fiber based quantum communication is the 
fundamental question of quantum cryptography. Quantum cryptographic schemes use 
photons as information carriers. The physical properties of photons make it possible to use 
quantum bits to realize unconditionally secure quantum communication over long distances 
(Duan et al., 2001) using the current standard optical fiber network. On the other hand, the 
success of secure long-distance quantum communications and global quantum key 
distribution systems depends strongly on the development of efficient quantum repeaters 
(Van Meter et al., 2009).  
This chapter is organized as follows. First is a brief overview of the optical-fiber based QKD 
protocols. Then, we give a description of a QKD protocol designed for long-distance 
quantum communications between the quantum repeater nodes - called the DPS 
(Differential Phase Shift) QKD protocol. Next we show the results on the information-
theoretic security analysis of DPS QKD protocol. Finally, we give an introduction to the 
quantum repeaters, then we summarize the results.   
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1.1 QKD for optical fibers 
The safety of quantum cryptography relies on the no-cloning theorem. According to no-
cloning theorem, any eavesdropping activity on the quantum channel necessarily perturbs 
the state of the qubits, thus Alice and Bob can detect the presence of Eve in the 
communication. In quantum cryptography Eve cannot clone the sent qubits perfectly, thus 
she has to use an ancilla quantum state, interact with the sent quantum state. This chapter 
will analyze the DPS QKD protocol, using efficient computational information geometric 
algorithms. The DPS QKD protocol was introduced for practical reasons, since the earlier 
QKD schemes were too complicated to implement in practice. The DPS QKD protocol can be 
an integrated part of current network security applications, hence it’s practical 
implementation is much easier with the current optical devices and optical networks. 
Moreover, the DPS QKD protocol can be implemented in long-distance quantum 
communications, between the quantum repeater nodes. As follows, we will focus on this QKD 
scheme, however there are many other QKD schemes available, see (Branciard et al., 2005), 
(Dušek et al., 2006), (Hübel et al., 2007), (Gomez-Sousa & Curty, 2009), (Kwiat et al., 2001), 
(Niederberger et al., 2005), (Renner et al., 2005).  
The DPS QKD scheme was designed to offer a well-implementable and more efficient 
practical solution with better key generation rates to realize quantum cryptography, than 
classical QKD approaches. As follows, it provides the best way to achieve long-distance 
QKD over optical-fiber quantum channels. In the DPS quantum cryptography protocol, the 
sender and the receiver use weak coherent state pulses, and logical bits are encoded in the 
relative phase of the pulses. The sender encodes every logical bit in two signals, and at the 
receiver’s side, Bob use the two signals to decode the sent logical bit. The relevance of the 
DPS QKD protocol could have been increased dramatically in practical applications, since 
the differential phase shift QKD protocol is much more simpler in hardware design than the 
well known QKD protocols, such as BB84 or the Six-state QKD protocols. On the other side, 
contrary to it’s easy implementation and it’s much simpler working mechanism, the DPS 
QKD’s protocol unconditional security is still not proven. The proposed geometrical 
analysis shows a method to quantify the secure key generation rate of the DPS QKD 
protocol, which is still missing from the literature. The possible attacks against the DPS 
protocol have been studied deeply. In this section we analyze the information-theoretical 
impacts of quantum cloner based attacks against the DPS QKD protocol.  
As the most general attack against the protocol, we analyze coherent attacks, based on two 
different types of quantum cloner machines. The first section is organized as follows. First is 
a short brief on the DPS QKD protocol, and then we show the results on the information-
theoretic security analysis of DPS QKD protocol. Finally, we summarize the results. In the 
second part of the chapter we discuss long-distance optical-fiber based quantum 
communications.  
2. The DPS QKD protocol 
In practical implementations of QKD protocols, Alice, the sender, uses weak coherent pulses 
(WCP) instead of a single photon source. As has been shown, WCP based protocols have a 
security threat, since an eavesdropper can perform a photon number splitting attack against 
the protocol (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004). These kinds of attacks are based on the 
fact that some weak coherent pulses contain more than one photon in the same polarization 
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state, which provides information to the eavesdropper without any disturbance. The DPS 
protocol is robust against such photon number splitting attacks in practice, however a 
theoretical lower bound on the security of the protocol is still missing from the literature 
(Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004). The working mechanism of the DPS QKD protocol is 
based on the same idea as the B92 protocol (Bennett, 1992): even two non-orthogonal 
quantum states are sufficient to perform a secure quantum key distribution. In the DPS 
protocol, Alice encodes the logical bits in the phase of the pulses. If the phases are 
modulated by 0, then Alice sends a logical zero, and if the phase between the two pulses is 
 , then she encodes a logical one. If the relative phase between two pulses is 0, then Bob 
will detect 0, and similarly, if the phase between the two pulses is  , then he will obtain a 
logical 1.  
In the sending process, Alice generates coherent states of the same intensity  , and from 
these states she forms a sequence, as follows:  
      1 1 1 1k k ki i ie e e k k k                , (1) 
where the phases can be set at 0 or  , hence for a logical zero we have 1k ki ie e   , and for a 
logical one, the difference between the two phases is  , and 1k ki ie e   . Since the logical 
bits are encoded in the phases between the signals, the k -th signal has relevance in the 
determination of both the k -th and  1k  -th logical bits, hence      1 1k k k         , and this fact increases the complexity of any 
security analysis (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004). From this viewpoint, the DPS 
protocol has been analyzed by Takesue et al. (Takesue et al., 2005). In this section we show 
that the complexity of the DPS QKD protocol’s security analysis can be decreased 
dramatically, using fast computational information geometric methods (Gyongyosi & Imre, 
2010), (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010a), (Nielsen et al., 2007), (Nielsen & Nock, 2008), (Nielsen & 
Nock, 2008a), (Nielsen & Nock, 2009). 
The security of the DPS QKD protocol lies in the fact that the sender randomly prepares and 
sends to Bob two non-orthogonal quantum states, similarly to the B92 protocol (Bennett, 
1992). The DPS QKD protocol geometrically can be modeled in the same way as the B92 
protocol, however its implementation is much easier in practice, since the DPS QKD 
protocol does not require a bright reference pulse as does the B92 protocol (Bennett, 1992), 
(Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004). In practical implementations the DPS scheme can be 
realized by WCP pulses with an average photon number less than 1, and the sent WCP 
pulse can be described by  
 
2
2
e
    , (2) 
where 
2 1    is the average photon number per pulse (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 
2004). The B92 protocol uses the same 0,  modulation-scheme, however the B92 protocol 
practical implementation is more complicated than the DPS QKD’s scheme (Inoue et al., 
2003), (Honjo et al., 2004). 
The general setup of the DPS QKD protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1. The time difference 
between the pulses is known at the receiver’s device.  
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Fig. 1. A schematic view of DPS QKD protocol. Alice uses Weak Coherent Pulses (WCP) and 
a Phase Modulator (PM) to generate the signals. Bob decodes them with Beam Splitters (BS1, 
BS2) and photon detectors (D0, D1) 
The optimal secure key rate of the protocol has been guaranteed only for individual attacks 
where the eavesdropper acts on the photons individually (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 
2004). Here, we will analyze the most general collective attacker model, since the security of 
DSP QKD protocol against this general attack still remains an open question. In this attacker 
model, we analyze only the cloned photons from the given pulse, and we will give an 
approximation on the information obtainable by the eavesdropper. The analysis focuses on 
the eavesdropper’s information about the given key, and the eavesdropper’s cloned 
quantum states.  
In the experimental realization of DPS QKD protocol, the signal consists of a weak coherent 
state and a strong phase reference. The relative optical phase between weak coherent state 
and reference pulse is either 0 or  , and these kinds of signals were already used in 
classical QKD schemes. In the attacker model, for simplicity we model these signals as two 
non-orthogonal quantum states, and we will analyze the still open questions related to the 
lower bounds on eavesdropper’s obtainable information. As has been shown by Inoue 
(Agrawal, 1997) and Honjo (Honjo et al., 2004), the photon number splitting attacks can not 
be realized only with zero-error.  
2.1 Practical quantum cryptography 
Quantum cryptography uses the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics, and 
provides unconditionally secure communication. Optical channels have a fundamental role 
in quantum cryptography, since the information is encoded in the polarization states of 
photons.  
The implementation of these quantum key distribution (QKD) schemes is much simpler 
than other approaches of quantum information processing, since these QKD schemes can be 
realized using the current optical network architecture. Quantum cryptography requires 
only the isolation of quantum states, unlike quantum computers, where the controlling of 
the interaction between quantum states is also a required task. In the case of quantum 
cryptography, the parties would like to communicate over macroscopic distances, hence 
optical fiber is a very practical choice to propagate and preserve the physical properties of 
photonic qubits (Paterson et al., 2004). 
The experimental optical QKD schemes were intended to use single-photon sources and 
single-photon detectors, – but for practical reasons, many advanced classical optical 
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communication techniques have been integrated into these systems. Several experimental 
QKD solutions with different quantum information encoding approaches have been 
proposed since Bennett and Brassard introduced their scheme (Bennett & Brassard, 1984). 
The practical applications have brought out many question as to the security of different 
QKD schemes. By using optical fiber, it is possible to send the quantum states without 
decoherence. On the other hand, photon losses are still a significant issue in optical-fiber 
based quantum communications.  
The decoherence of optical channels is often negligible in practice, however it may be critical 
in some practical implementations. The sent quantum states can easily be lost in the 
quantum channel, hence the sender has to resend the qubits. The losses in the optical fiber 
determine the speed of secret key generation and the information which can be leaked to an 
eavesdropper. The unconditional security of most optical-fiber based QKD protocols against 
sophisticated attacks is unquestionable; however the theoretical proof of this for all the QKD 
schemes is still missing. To develop a practical and unconditionally secure optical QKD 
scheme, it is necessary to maximize the maximal bridgeable distance and the speed of key 
generation (Duan et al., 2001). 
One of the most important properties of all QKD schemes is that these protocols use 
standard telecommunication components and optical networks for their implementation. 
On the other hand, many attacks against the protocol can be achieved by these simple 
components, such as beamsplitter attacks, intercept-resend or photon number splitting 
attacks. A strict analysis of the efficiency of these methods is required to prove the security 
of practical quantum cryptography. The proposed method bridges the gap between 
information-theoretic proofs and the open questions regarding the security of practical QKD 
implementations. We can analyze the correlation between the information-theoretic security 
of the protocol and the length of the optical-fiber or the speed of secret key generation. The 
ideas and results that we present in this chapter can be useful for the analysis of the 
information-theoretic security of QKD and future quantum communication protocols and 
for studying the information-theoretic aspects of the security of quantum networks.  
2.2 Demonstration of QKD 
The first implementations of quantum cryptography were based on polarization encoding, 
hence the logical values of the qubits were encoded in the polarization angles of the photons 
and the communication distance was only a few tens of centimeters (Agrawal, 1997), 
(Townsend, 1997).  
The optical-fiber channel based QKD was first demonstrated in 1993 by Townsend, Rarity 
and Tapster (Townsend, 1997). Their method was based on phase-coding, and the length of 
the optical fiber was 10 km. Later, optical-fiber based QKD was extended from phase-coding 
to polarization encoding (Galtarossa & Menyuk, 2005), however the communication was 
implemented only over a distance of 1.1 km. Later, many optical-fiber based QKD systems 
were demonstrated, such as the scheme presented by Dynes, (Dynes et al., 2007), Rosenberg 
(Rosenberg et al., 2007), and Villoresi (Villoresi et al., 2004). As a result of these 
demonstrations, with the help of optical quantum channels, quantum communication can 
now be implemented over large distances. In the following few years, many valuable 
research and results were demonstrated, and the speed of key generation and the 
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modulation techniques of the applied tools were increased dramatically. However, there are 
still many factors in real-life QKD implementations that add several imperfections to the 
working mechanism of the system (Kwiat et al., 2001).  
However, as an important result of optical-fiber based QKD schemes, the photons which 
realize quantum states can be transmitted over long distances. The optical fibers make it 
possible to preserve the quantum states against the noise of the environment. In many 
practical long distance optical-fiber QKD systems, the information is rather encoded in the 
relative phase of two pulses, with very short time separation, since these encoding schemes 
can be applied more reliably for long-distance optical communications.  
Currently, the longest transmission distance of optical-fiber based BB84 protocol is about 
200 km, however advanced phase-modulation techniques make it possible to use the 
protocol over longer distances (Stucki et al., 2009), (Duan et al., 2001). QKD schemes were 
implemented over a 250 km long optical fiber, however these distances are still small 
compared to the distances in standard optical communication networks (Curty et al., 2008), 
(Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004), (Kwiat et al., 2001), (Manderbach et al., 2007), 
(Takesue et al., 2005), (Stucki et al., 2009). The Six-state quantum cryptography protocol uses 
six polarization states to encode the logical bits in the qubits. The optical-fiber based Six-
state QKD protocol tolerates more noise than the classical BB84 protocol (Kwiat et al., 2001), 
but its practical implementation requires more optical elements, which increases the noise in 
the system. Because of the greater noise level, the secret key generation rate of an optical-
fiber based Six-state protocol is below that of the standard BB84 protocol. In the last few 
years many new optical-fiber based QKD approaches have been developed, such as the 
SARG04 protocol (Branciard et al., 2005), the Gaussian QKD scheme (Cerf et al., 2001), and 
the discrete-modulation QKD protocols (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004).  
The DPS QKD scheme was designed to offer a more efficient practical solution with better 
key generation rates than classical QKD approaches (Honjo et al., 2004), (Inoue et al., 2003). 
In the DPS quantum cryptography protocol, the sender and receiver use weak coherent state 
pulses, and the logical bits are encoded in the relative phase of the pulses. The sender 
encodes every logical bit in two signals, and at the receiver’s side, Bob use the two signals to 
decode the sent logical bit. The DPS QKD protocol has deep relevance to practical 
applications, since the differential phase shift QKD protocol is much simpler in hardware 
design than the well known QKD protocols, such as BB84 or the Six-state QKD protocols. 
Results on the security of DPS QKD protocol was published by Assche (Van Assche et al., 
2004), Branciard, Gisin, and Scarani (Branciard et al., 2008), and several other attacks against 
various QKD schemes have been studied by Acín04 (Acín et al., 2004), Curty, Tamaki, and 
Moroder (Curty et al., 2008), Takesue et al. (Takesue et al., 2005), and Branciard et al. 
(Branciard et al., 2005), Curty et al. (Curty & Lütkenhaus, 2004), Fuchs et al. (Fuchs et al., 
1997), Branciard, Devetak (Devetak & Winter, 2005), Cerf (Cerf et al., 2002), D’Ariano 
(D’Ariano & Macchiavello, 2003), Dušek (Dušek et al., 2006), Fasel (Fasel et al., 2004), 
Branciard (Branciard et al., 2005), and Gomez-Sousa and Curty (Gomez-Sousa & Curty, 
2009), Hübel (Hübel et al., 2007), Niederberger (Niederberger et al., 2005), Renner05 (Renner 
et al., 2005).  
The standard practical implementations of optical-fiber based QKD are bi-directional 
schemes, which means that the signal sent from Alice to Bob uses a bright carrier pulse, 
which was sent previously from Bob. The pulse travels from Bob to Alice, hence it can be 
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easily manipulated by an eavesdropper, who can perform an arbitrary operation on the 
pulse using her standard optical elements. Moreover, it is also possible to use her optical 
signals to replace the original signals sent by the legal parties.  
Before we start to discuss the information-theoretic aspects of secure communication over 
optical-fiber based quantum channels, we give a short description of the physical properties 
of optical quantum channels. 
3. Physical properties of optical quantum channels 
In practical optical-fiber based quantum communication, the unitary transformations of the 
qubits are made by standard optical components such as beamsplitters, wave plates and 
phase shifters. These devices are sufficient for realizing all unitary transformations. 
Moreover, to send a qubit over long distances without the destruction and noise of the 
environment, the current standard optical infrastructure can be used.  
In practical quantum cryptography the propagation of single photons over long-distance 
optical channels is still an exciting question, since the classical optical relay devices cannot 
be used anymore. In contrary to classical optical communications, in a quantum 
communication system the signal consists of individual quantum states, which, according to 
the no-cloning theorem, cannot be copied and repeated (Duan et al., 2001). The development 
of quantum repeaters that can handle quantum states is still under research, and it is 
impossible with current technology to amplify photons on the level of single quantum 
states. To describe the properties of optical quantum channels, we introduce the  db km  
loss coefficient of the optical fiber channel, and the length L of the channel (Agrawal, 1997), 
(Townsend, 1997). For a fixed value of the loss coefficient  db km , the communication rate 
of the optical-fiber based QKD implementations can be analyzed as functions of the optical 
fiber length L. Many techniques have been developed to increase the efficiency of optical-
fiber based quantum communication, such as increasing of photons per emitted pulse, but 
there are still many error correction and privacy amplification steps, which reduce further 
the speed of key generation. Currently, the fastest key generation speed in the standard 
BB84 QKD scheme was measured to be about 1.02 Mbps over a 20 km length optical fiber 
quantum channel (Niederberger et al., 2005). As we will show in Section 4.3, there is a 
connection between the radius of the smallest quantum informational ball and the fiber 
length (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010).  
In this section we discuss the optical fiber quantum channels. One of the most important 
questions from the security aspect of optical quantum channels is the loss of the optical 
channels. According to the no-cloning theorem, the quantum states sent cannot be repeated 
by a quantum repeater, hence the losses of the optical channel could cause many problems 
in practical communications. The level of loss determines the secret key generation rate and 
the maximal achievable transmission distance. From the viewpoint of the security of optical-
based QKD, there is no difference between the quantum states lost in the quantum channel 
and the eavesdropped photons. In the security analysis, we have to count all the lost 
photons as eavesdropped qubits. 
The relevance of optical fiber links for quantum communication was discovered by Agrawal 
et al (Agrawal, 1997). As has been shown, the loss in the optical fiber link mostly depends on 
the length L of the channel (Fasel et al., 2004), (Galtarossa & Menyuk, 2005), (Gomez-Sousa 
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& Curty, 2009), (Hübel et al., 2007). This length parameter affects the value of the 
transmission parameter t exponentially:  
 1010 ,
L
t

  (3) 
where the parameter   determines the attenuation in dB km . According to experimental 
results, this parameter depends on the wavelength used within the optical fiber, for a 
1330 nm  optical channel 0.34  dB km  , and for 1550 nm it is about 0.2  dB km   (Fasel 
et al., 2004), (Galtarossa & Menyuk, 2005), (Hübel et al., 2007). 
As has been shown by Fasel, Gisin, Ribordy, Zbinden (Fasel et al., 2004), there are two 
unavoidable effects in optical-fiber based communications, chromatic dispersion and 
polarization mode dispersion (Agrawal, 1997). Chromatic dispersion can be handled by 
optical elements, however the second phenomena cannot be compensated for, hence it can 
cause decoherence in polarization encoding based schemes. In recent optical fiber 
implementations, all of these effects can be suppressed and stable quantum communication 
can be implemented in practice (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010).  
Free-space optical quantum channels are mostly used in short-distance and ground-space 
links, and several free-space quantum channel implementations have been demonstrated 
in the past few years (Manderbach et al., 2007), (Villoresi et al., 2004). The attenuation of 
free-space optical channels is 0.1 db km  , and for an L length optical channel the 
transmission can be expressed in terms of the length and the attenuation of the channel as 
follows:  
 
2
1010 ,
L
r
S
d
t
d DL
    
  (4) 
where the parameters rd  and Sd  are the apertures of the sending and receiving telescopes, 
and D is the divergence of the beam (Agrawal, 1997), (Galtarossa & Menyuk, 2005), (Hübel 
et al., 2007).  
3.1 The effect of noise of quantum channels 
Besides the fact that the Bloch sphere provides a very useful geometrical approach to 
describe the density matrices, it also can be used to analyze the noise of the optical fiber 
quantum channel models. From algebraic point of view, quantum channels are linear trace-
preserving completely positive maps, while from a geometrical viewpoint, the quantum 
channel is an affine transformation. While, from the algebraic view the transformations are 
defined on density matrices, in the geometrical approach, the transformations are 
interpreted as Bloch vectors.  
The image of the quantum channel’s linear transform is an ellipsoid on the Bloch sphere (see 
Fig. 2). To preserve the condition for a density matrix  , the noise on the quantum channel 
  must be trace-preserving, i.e.    Tr Tr  , and it must be completely positive, i.e. 
for any identity map I, the map I  maps a semi-positive Hermitian matrix to a semi-
positive Hermitian matrix (Hayashi et al., 2005).  
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Fig. 2. Geometrically the image of the noisy quantum channel is an ellipsoid 
We will use the terms “unital” and “non-unital” quantum channels. This distinction means 
the following thing: for a unital quantum channel  , the channel map transforms the I 
identity transformation to the I identity transformation, while this condition does not hold 
for a non-unital channel. The optical fiber quantum channel belongs to the “non-unital” 
family (Hayashi et al., 2005).  
To express it, for a unital quantum channel, we have  I I , while for a non-unital 
quantum channel,  I I . As we will see in Section 3.2, this difference can be rephrased 
in a geometrical interpretation, and the properties of the channel maps of the quantum 
channels can be analyzed using informational geometry. For a unital quantum channel, the 
center of the geometrical interpretation of the channel ellipsoid is equal to the center of the 
Bloch sphere. This means that a unital quantum channel preserves the average of the system 
states.  
On the other hand, for a non-unital quantum channel, the center of the channel ellipsoid will 
differ from the center of the Bloch sphere. For an ideal enclosing scheme, the average of the 
pure orthogonal input states is equal to the center of the Bloch sphere. The main difference 
between unital and non-unital channels is that the non-unital channels do not preserve the 
average state. It follows from this that the numerical and algebraic analysis of non-unital 
quantum channels is more complicated than in the case of unital ones. While unital channels 
shrink the Bloch sphere in different directions with the center preserved, non-unital 
quantum channels shrink both the original Bloch sphere and move the center of the ball 
from the origin of the Bloch sphere. This fact makes our analysis more complex, however, in 
many cases, the physical systems cannot be described with unital quantum channel maps.  
One of the most important quantum channels describing the transmission of information 
through optical-fibers, is also a non-unital.  
Unital channel maps can be expressed as convex combinations of the four unitary Pauli 
operators (X, Y, Z and I), hence unital quantum maps are also called Pauli channels. Since 
the unital channel maps can be expressed as the convex combination of the basic unitary 
transformations, the unital channel maps can be represented in the Bloch sphere as different 
rotations with shrinking parameters. On the other hand, for a non-unital quantum map, the 
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map cannot be decomposed into a convex combination of unitary rotations and the 
transformation not just shrinks the ball, but also moves its center from the origin of the 
Bloch sphere. 
The geometrical interpretations of a unital and a non-unital quantum channels are 
illustrated in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3. The geometrical interpretation of a unital (a) and a non-unital (b) quantum channels 
The unital channel maps can be expressed as convex combinations of the basic unitary 
transformations, while non-unital quantum maps cannot be decomposed into a convex 
combination of unitary rotations, because of the geometrical differences between the two 
kinds of maps. The geometrical approaches can help to reduce the complexity of the 
analysis of the different quantum channel models, and as we will show in Section 5, the 
problem of secure quantum communication over optical fiber channels can be converted 
into geometrical problems. The connection between the channel maps and their geometrical 
interpretation on the Bloch sphere makes it possible to give a simpler and more elegant 
solution for several hard, and still unsolved problems.  
3.2 The noisy optical-fiber quantum channel 
In this section, we introduce the general discussion of optical-fiber quantum channel - the 
amplitude damping channel. The effect of amplitude damping has great importance in 
optical communications, since this channel model describes energy dissipation. In practical 
optical or quantum communications, where quantum states or quantum bits are used, the 
loss of energy from the quantum system causes amplitude damping. In many practical 
applications, energy dissipation is an unavoidable phenomenon, and analysis of the 
amplitude damping quantum channel is therefore a relevant issue.  
A non-unital amplitude damping quantum channel   can be described in the Kraus 
representation (Nielsen & Chuang, 2000), using a set of Kraus matrices  = iA฀ , in the 
following form 
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   † ,i i
i
A A   (5) 
where † ,ii
i
A A I  and  
 1
0
0 1
p
A
     
, and 2
0 0
,
1 0
A
p
     
 (6) 
where p  represents the probability that the channel leaves the 0  input state unchanged. 
In practical optical-fiber based applications, this parameter represents the probability of 
energy loss from losing a particle. The channel flips the input state from 0  to 1  with 
probability 1 .p  If 0p  , then the output of the channel is 1 , with probability 1. For 1  
input states, the channel leaves the input qubit untouched, and the output of the channel is 
1  with probability 1. As can be concluded, the output of a non-unital amplitude damping 
quantum channel depends on the state of input qubit, and for, 0p  , the channel output is 
1  with probability 1.  
For an optical quantum channel, the set of Kraus operators  = iA฀  can be transformed to 
the King-Ruskai-Szarek-Werner (KRSW) ellipsoid channel model (King & Ruskai, 2001), 
(Ruskai et al., 2001). In the KRSW channel model, the ellipsoid channel parameters are 
 ,k kt  , where 1,2,3.k   The analysis of non-unital channels is a more complicated task 
than for unital quantum channels since, in the KRSW representation, one or more 
parameters  kt  can be non-zero, which results in a more complicated calculation. The effect 
of  0kt   is that the average output  i i
i
p   of the channel moves away from the 
origin of the Bloch sphere, meaning that the center of the smallest enclosing quantum 
informational ball is not equal to the origin of the Bloch sphere 
1
2
I . In the Bloch sphere 
representation, the effect of the amplitude damping channel on the initial input state 
 1
2 in
  1 r , where  inr  is the length of the initial Bloch vector, can be analyzed. The 
output state is denoted by    1
2 out
  1 r , hence the amplitude damping channel can 
be expressed using Bloch vectors inr  and outr  in the following way:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 .
0 0 1
2 2
x x
out in
y y
out out in
z z
out in
p
p
p p
                                             
r r
r r r
r r
 (7) 
The amplitude damping channel performs an affine map on the input state and the effect of 
the channel can be visualized in the Bloch sphere representation. The optical-fiber quantum 
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channel can described in the KRSW ellipsoid channel model, with the following channel 
parameters (King & Ruskai, 2001), (Ruskai et al., 2001):  
 
0,  0,  1 ,
,  ,  ,
x y z
x y z
t t t p
p p p  
   
    (8) 
where  0,1p  is the channel parameter. In the Bloch sphere representation, the smallest 
value of  D    corresponds to the contour closest to the location of the density matrix.  
In Figure 4(a), the Euclidean distances from the origin of the Bloch sphere to center *c  and 
to point   are denoted by m  and m , respectively. To determine the optimal length of 
vector r , the algorithm moves point  . As we move vector r  from the optimum 
position, the larger contour corresponding to a larger value of quantum relative entropy D 
will intersect the channel ellipsoid surface, thereby increasing  max .D  r r r  The optimal 
quantum informational ball is illustrated in light-grey in Figure 4(b). The first vector, m , 
measures the Euclidean distance between the average and the center of the Bloch ball, while 
the second one, m , gives us the Euclidean distance from the center to the optimal channel 
output state.  
 
Fig. 4. Intersection of quantum informational ball and channel ellipsoid of optical-fiber 
quantum channel (a). As the vector moves from the optimal position, the quantum ball 
cannot be used to analyze the optical fiber quantum channel (b) 
From a geometrical analysis, it can be concluded that the optimum input states for an 
optical-fiber quantum channel are unentangled, non-orthogonal quantum states (Gyongyosi 
& Imre, 2010a), (King & Ruskai, 2001), (Ruskai et al., 2001). The proposed geometrical 
approach - based on the quantum relative entropy function as distance measure between 
quantum states - has symmetries with the King-Ruskai-Szarek-Werner ellipsoid model 
(King & Ruskai, 2001), (Ruskai et al., 2001).  
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3.3 About the additivity of optical-fiber quantum channels 
The additivity property of optical-fiber quantum channels is still an exciting subject of 
current research. There are some non-unital channels for which strict additivity is known, 
however the general rule for non-unital quantum channels is still not proven. The additivity 
of non-unital quantum channels is still an open question and currently under research. The 
additivity of optical quantum channels is still a remarkable and valuable research field in 
quantum information theory and it could have deep relevance to future quantum 
communications. The additivity of unital quantum channels is known and it has been 
proven that strict additivity holds for all unital quantum channels (Cortese, 2002). The fact 
that the optimum input states for an optical-fiber quantum channel   are unentangled, 
non-orthogonal quantum states, can be confirmed (King & Ruskai, 2001), (Ruskai et al., 
2001). The geometrical analysis has shown that, for an optical-fiber quantum channel  , 
there is no advantage in putting entangled quantum states to the input, and optimal results 
can be achieved by using non-orthogonal quantum states (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010a). The 
average channel output state is denoted by  , the center of the smallest quantum 
informational ball is denoted by *c . The geometrical analysis has shown that, for an optical-
fiber quantum channel  , there is no advantage in putting entangled quantum states to 
the input, and optimal results can be achieved by using non-orthogonal quantum states.  
In Fig. 5, we show the smallest quantum informational balls with their radii vectors of 
amplitude damping channel   for orthogonal and non-orthogonal inputs. As it can be 
confirmed geometrically, the optimal channel capacity can be achieved by non-orthogonal 
input states.  
 
Fig. 5. The smallest quantum informational balls for amplitude damping channel model 
using orthogonal and non-orthogonal inputs 
The optimal joint capacity of optical-fiber quantum channel 12 1 2    , and the largest 
possible radius of the smallest enclosing quantum informational superball can be obtained 
by using non-orthogonal input states. The average channel state   of the amplitude 
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damping channel   is located on the horizontal line between the optimal output states 1  
and 2 . As a conclusion, the average state   of the channel ellipsoid is the average of the 
two optimal states 1  and 2 . As follows, the optimal input states are not symmetric, 
hence these states are cannot be fitted to a horizontal line. The smallest quantum 
informational superball can be used to determine the optimal channel input states for which 
input states super-additivity holds. These states are asymmetric and hard to find them 
without this geometrical approach, using just a numerical analysis. The computation of the 
smallest quantum informational ball is based on quantum relative entropy function  D   , 
as distance measure.  
4. Attacker models 
This section analyzes the information-theoretic security of the most important practical 
optical-fiber based QKD protocols, such as BB84, the Six-state QKD protocol and the DPS 
QKD scheme. We analyze deeper the collective attacker model, since this attack can be 
considered as the most general attacker model. However, its physical realization requires 
many advanced devices, which are still not accessible for an eavesdropper, for future 
applications, a deep analysis of this attacker model would be appropriate and useful.  
In the individual attacker model, the eavesdropper uses a probe and she entangles the sent 
quantum state and her probe state independently for every qubits. This model allows an 
eavesdropper to store her probes in quantum memory (Shuai et al., 2006) and she is able to 
measure the stored qubits independently, using the measurement information stolen from 
the steps of post-processing. Eve can combine the measurement strategies, she can apply 
POVM or standard von-Neumann measurements.  
The collective attacker model, which is the subject of this section, is very similar to the 
individual attacker model. The eavesdropper is also able to use quantum memory to store 
the quantum states, however in this attacker model she is able to use a more advanced 
measurement strategy. In this case, Eve has the ability to use global generalized 
measurement on all the stored qubits as a single quantum state, using her advanced 
quantum computer. The collective attack is a more sophisticated and more surreptitious 
attack than the individual type of attack (as remarked already, the technological requisites 
are still missing for this). On the other hand, the theoretical analysis of this model would be 
very useful for the future. 
In the attacker model analyzed here, the eavesdropper performs her attacks collectively on 
the qubits, and measures the stored quantum states using advanced measurement 
techniques and quantum computers. The general model of collective attack is illustrated in 
Fig. 6, the currently unavailable devices are colored in gray. 
Finally, the third attacker model is the coherent attacker model. This model can be 
considered as the most general type of attack, since Eve can entangle the whole transmission 
with her probe of arbitrary dimensionality (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004).  
For both type of attacks many security proofs exist, however the security of these QKD 
schemes in practice is still not shown, and is still an open question (Inoue et al., 2003), 
(Honjo et al., 2004). We give a very efficient information geometric approach to practically 
analyze the security of these protocols.  
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Fig. 6. The collective attacker model. The eavesdropper performs her attacks collectively on 
the qubits, and she measures the stored quantum states using advanced measurement 
techniques and quantum computers 
4.1 Physically allowed cloning attacks for quantum cryptography 
In secret quantum communications the best eavesdropping attacks on quantum 
cryptography are based on imperfect cloning machines. Using a probe, the eavesdropper 
imperfectly clones the sender’s quantum state, keeps one copy, and sends the other. The 
physically allowed transformations of Eve’s quantum cloner on Bob’s qubit can be described 
in terms of Completely Positive (CP) trace preserving maps, which are affine map. The 
effects of a quantum cloner can be given in the tetrahedron representation (Gyongyosi & 
Imre, 2010a), (Hayashi, 2006).  
Quantum cryptography is an emerging technology that offers new forms of security 
protection, however the quantum cloning based attacks against the protocol will play a 
crucial role in the future (Branciard et al., 2008), (Cerf et al., 2002), (Niederberger et al., 2005), 
(Townsend, 1997). We identify the quantum cloning based attacks in the quantum channel, 
and find potential and efficient solutions for their detection in secret quantum 
communications. The collective and coherent attacks against quantum cryptography are 
based on imperfect quantum cloners. The type of quantum cloner used depends on the 
quantum cryptography protocol. Against the Four-state (BB84) protocol, Eve, the 
eavesdropper, uses a phase-covariant cloner, while for the Six-state protocol, the optimal 
results can be achieved by the universal quantum cloner (UCM) (Biham & Mor, 1997), (Cerf 
et al., 2002), (Cerf, 2000), (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010b), (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010c), (Gyongyosi 
& Imre, 2010d). We use an efficient computational geometric method to analyze the 
quantum information theoretical impacts of physically allowed attacks on the quantum 
channel. 
4.1.1 Preliminaries 
In quantum cryptography the best eavesdropping attacks use the quantum cloning 
machines (Biham & Mor, 1997), (Cerf et al., 2002), (Cerf, 2000), (Gisin et al., 2001), 
(Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010b), (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010c), (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010d), (Nielsen 
&  Chuang, 2000), (Yao, 1995). However, an eavesdropper can not measure the state   of a 
single quantum bit, since the result of her measurement is one of the single quantum 
system’s eigenstates. The measured eigenstate gives only very poor information to the 
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eavesdropper about the original state  . The process of cloning of pure states can be 
generalized as  
 ,
a b x abx
A       (9) 
where   is the state in the Hilbert space to be copied,   is a reference state, and A  is the 
ancilla state (Bhar et al., 2007), (Gisin et al., 2001), (Nielsen &  Chuang, 2000). A cloning 
machine is called symmetric if at the output all the clones have the same fidelity, and 
asymmetric if the clones have different fidelities.  
The no-cloning theorem has important role in quantum cryptography, since it makes no 
possible to copy a quantum state perfectly. In 1996 Bužek and Hillery published the method 
of imperfect cloning, while the original no-cloning theorem was applied only to perfect 
cloning (Bužek & Hillery, 1996). The asymmetric cloning machines have been discussed for 
eavesdropping of quantum cryptography in (Cerf, 2000). For attacks on some quantum 
cryptography protocol, it has been proven that the best strategy uses quantum cloning 
machines (Cerf et al., 2002), (D’Ariano & Macchiavello, 2003). In this section we characterize 
the cloning machines by the informational theoretical meaning of quantum cloning activity in 
the quantum channel.  
Alice’s side is modeled by random variable    , 1, .i iX p P x i N     Bob’s side can be 
modeled by an other random variable Y. The Shannon entropy for the discrete random 
variable X is denoted by  H X , which can be defined as    
1
log
N
i i
i
H X p p

  , for 
conditional random variables, the probability of the random variable X given Y is denoted 
by  p X Y . Alice sends a random variable to Bob, who produce an output signal with a 
given probability. Eve’s cloner in the quantum channel increases the uncertainty in X, given 
Bob’s output Y.  
The general model for the quantum cloner based attack is illustrated in Fig. 7. 

Alice’s pure
qubit
Eve’s quantum
cloner
Bob’s mixed 
input state
Quantum
Cloner
Cloned
state
 A B A
Random state
 H X    H X H X Y H X Y
 
Fig. 7. The attacker model and the entropies 
The informational theoretical noise of Eve’s quantum cloner increases conditional Shannon 
entropy  H X Y , where 
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      
1 1
, log
X YN N
i j i j
i j
H X Y p x y p x y
 
 , (10) 
The security analysis is focused on the cloned mixed quantum state, received by Bob. The 
type of the quantum cloner machine depends on the actual protocol. For BB84, Eve chooses 
the phase covariant cloner (Rezakhani et al., 2005), while for the Six-state protocol she uses 
the universal quantum cloner (UCM) machine. Alice’s pure state is denoted by A , Eve’s 
cloner modeled by an affine map  , and Bob’s mixed input state is denoted by  A B  . 
We can use the fact, that for random variables X and Y,      ,H X Y H X H Y X  , where 
H(X),  ,H X Y  and  H Y X  are defined by probability distributions.  
We measure in a geometrical representation the information which can be transmitted in a 
presence of an eavesdropper on the quantum channel. The security of the quantum channel 
can be analyzed by radius *r of the smallest enclosing ball of Bob, which describes the 
maximal transmittable information from Alice to Bob in the attacked quantum channel: 
      * .iall possible xr max H X H X Y   (11) 
To compute the radius *r  of the smallest informational ball of quantum states and the 
entropies between the cloned quantum states, instead of classical Shannon entropy, we will 
use von-Neumann entropy  S and quantum relative entropy  D    functions (Gyongyosi & 
Imre, 2010a). Geometrically, the presence of an eavesdropper causes a detectable mapping 
to change from a noiseless one-to-one relationship, to a stochastic map. If there is no cloning 
activity on the channel, then   0H X Y  , and the radius of the smallest enclosing quantum 
informational ball on Bob’s side will be maximal (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010). 
4.1.2 Quantum cloning and QKD security 
The security of QKD schemes relies on the no-cloning theorem (Bennett et al., 1982), 
(Wootters & Zurek, 1982). Contrary to classical information, in a quantum communication 
system the quantum information cannot be copied perfectly. If Alice sends a number of 
photons 1 2, , , N    through the quantum channel, an eavesdropper is not interested 
in copying an arbitrary state, only the possible polarization states of the attacked QKD 
scheme. To copy the sent quantum state, an eavesdropper has to use a quantum cloner 
machine, and a known “blank” state 0 , onto which the eavesdropper would like to copy 
Alice’s quantum state. If Eve wants to copy the i-th sent photon i , she has to apply a 
unitary transformation U, which gives the following result:  
  0 ,i i iU       (12) 
for each polarization states of qubit i . A photon chosen from a given set of polarization 
states can only be perfectly cloned, if the polarization angles in the set are distinct, and are  
all mutually orthogonal (Cerf, 2000), (Wootters & Zurek, 1982). The unknown non-
orthogonal states cannot be cloned perfectly, the cloning process of the quantum states is 
possible only if the information being cloned is classical. The polarization states in the QKD 
protocols are not all orthogonal states, which makes it impossible an eavesdropper to copy 
the sender’s quantum states (Imre & Balázs, 2005), (Cerf, 2000), (Hayden et al., 2003), 
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(Wootters & Zurek, 1982). In the collective-type attacks, Eve imperfectly clones the sender’s 
quantum state using her quantum state probe, she sends one copy to Bob and keeps the 
other copy. The effects of Eve’s quantum cloner on Bob’s qubit can be described in the terms 
of CP, trace preserving maps. The map of the quantum cloner compresses the Bloch-ball, as 
an affine map. This affine map has to be a complete positive, trace preserving map, which 
shrinks the Bloch ball along the x, y and z directions. 
4.2 Inside a quantum cloner 
This chapter strongly emphasizes the applicability of quantum cloners in secret quantum 
communications. In this section we see inside the quantum cloner using one of the most 
general quantum cloner models: the universal quantum cloner (Bhar et al., 2007), (Bužek & 
Hillery, 1996), (Hillery et al., 1999). The universal cloner produces two identical faithful 
copies of the input quantum state, and the quality of the output states is independent from 
the fidelity of the input state – hence it is really universal, as follows from its name. To 
describe the working mechanism of the universal quantum cloner, first we have to specific 
the inputs of the cloner machine. The input states of the quantum cloners are:  
- the original unknown input quantum state,  
- a blank quantum state onto which the unknown input state is to be cloned,  
- and the state of the quantum cloner, which also can be referred to as the ancilla state or 
the environment.  
The process of quantum cloning can be divided into two important parts:  
- first part: preparation state,  
- second part: cloning state.  
In the first phase, the quantum cloner uses elementary single-qubit rotations, and CNOT 
transformations, while in the second phase only CNOT transformations are applied. It 
follows from this that the quantum circuit of a quantum cloner can be constructed from 
elementary quantum circuits, using simple quantum gates (Bhar et al., 2007).  
The quantum circuit of an universal quantum cloner machine is illustrated in Fig. 8. 
R
R
R
Preparation Copying

0
0
 
Fig. 8. Inside the universal quantum cloning circuit  
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The inputs of the quantum cloner are the unknown quantum state to be cloned, and the 
ancilla state: in this case, we have four dimensional ancilla, which represents the blank state 
for the copying and the environment of the quantum cloner machine. The blank state and 
the second ancilla state are known states—they are in the pure 0  state. The output of the 
quantum cloner machine consists of two clone quantum states and an ancilla state (Bhar et 
al., 2007).  
4.3 Attacks against the DPS QKD protocol 
To analyze the possible effects of an eavesdropper, - as in the previous case - we will use 
two kinds of quantum cloners, the most general universal quantum cloner and the phase 
covariant cloner. Other possible attacks against the protocol, such as sequential attacks, 
unambiguous state discrimination attacks or minimum error discrimination methods have 
been analyzed, and upper bounds have been obtained (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 
2004). The security bounds for this type of attack were analyzed by Biham and Mor (Biham 
& Mor, 1997), and they have concluded the same bound holds for the protocol. In this 
attacker model, the eavesdropper tries to clone each of the quantum states sent by Alice, 
following an independent cloning strategy. The eavesdropper can change her strategy in a 
probabilistic way, hence in practical QKD applications, Eve can stop her cloning activity for 
a while, and then later, she can attack again. By changing the used strategies, she can 
decrease the probability of detection of her activity in the quantum channel.  
In a collective attack, an eavesdropper can use a quantum memory to store her quantum 
states, and she can delay the whole measurement process. She can collect the required 
information from the steps of key agreement between Alice and Bob, which can be used to 
choose the best measurement strategy on the collected quantum states. As has been shown 
by Devetak and Winter (Devetak & Winter, 2005), the generic security bound for an 
collective attack can be given by the Csiszár–Körner bound (Csiszár & Körner, 1978) for one-
way postprocessing as     : min ,AE BEI A B I I  with  max : ,AE
Eve
I A E  where EI  is the 
eavesdropper’s information about the raw key of Alice and Bob, and  :I A B  can be 
expressed as  
      H A H B H AB  . (13) 
To compute the   Holevo quantity, we will use the fact, that this quantity can be expressed 
as the radius of the smallest enclosing quantum informational ball, hence  
 
     
       
* :
   max : max E E a
a
r I A E E E A
A E p a  
  
      
S S
S S
, (14) 
where a  is Alice’s output with probability distribution  p a , and E a  is Eve’s ancilla and 
 E E a
a
p a   is the partial state of the eavesdropper. We note, that the same equation 
can be applied between Alice and Bob, when Bob is also able to store the quantum states.  
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The eavesdropper’s most general strategy can include many possible variations which 
cannot be parameterized efficiently. However the security bounds for general or coherent 
attacks are the same as for collective attacks, hence the geometrical approach can be used to 
analyze both collective and coherent attacks. As has been shown by Branciard, Gisin, and 
Scarani (Branciard et al., 2008), the simplest realization of a collective attack against the DPS 
QKD protocol is the beam-splitting attack, hence here we use this type of attack to describe 
the informational-theoretic security of the DPS QKD protocol.  
To describe the coherent beam-splitting attack, we model Alice’s sent states as a sequence of 
coherent states  i i , where each  i  is chosen from the set  ,   , and the logical 
value of the bit is 0 if    1i i   , and 1 if    1i i    . In the collective beam-splitting 
attack, the eavesdropper uses a beamsplitter to get a fraction of the signal. The remaining 
fraction of the signal, denoted by  , is sent directly to Bob, hence Bob will receive the state 
 i i  , and similarly, the eavesdropper’s state can be described as   1 .i i    The 
eavesdropper’s information can be given by using the von Neumann entropy, as 
      0 11 12 2DPSE E E EI     S S S ,  (15) 
where it is assumed that the probability of each logical bit value is equal, hence 
 0 1
1 1
2 2E E E
    . (16) 
Using the coding scheme    1i i    for 0, and    1i i     for 1, the state of 0E  
and 1E  can be expressed as  
 , ,0
1 1
2 2E E E EE
P P          and , ,1 1 12 2E E E EE P P         , (17) 
where 1E     and EP  is the projector. Using E , we can introduce a new parameter 
(Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004) 
  2 1 ,Ee e        (18)  
where   is the intensity of the sent weak coherent pulse. Using this parameter, the inner 
product between 2E E     , for given   intensity, the eavesdropper’s information 
can be expressed as  
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  (19) 
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where H is the Shannon entropy function.  
The connection between the practically achievable secret key rate K of the protocol and the 
radius *r  of the smallest enclosing quantum informational ball of the eavesdropper can be 
given by (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004):  
 
           
    
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                                        1 1 ,
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v e I
  

               
  
S S
 (20) 
where R  is the raw key rate and v  is the repetition rate.  
5. Geometrical description of DPS QKD protocol 
In phase-coding QKD schemes, a signal consists of a superposition of two time-separated 
pulses. These methods, instead of polarization encoding, encode the information in the relative 
phase between two pulses. However, the polarization and phase encoding schemes are 
equivalent mathematically (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004), hence in the information 
geometrical security analysis, we can use the Bloch-ball representation to study the security of 
the protocol. We can use the following translation between the basis states 0 , 1  on the 
Bloch-ball, and the relative phases of the first signal 1S , and the second signal 2S :  
      1 2 1 21 10 , 1 , .
2 2
S S S S
       (21) 
Hence for example, the   polarization state on the Bloch-ball can be rewritten in the 
following form: 
    1 21 10 1
2 2
S i S    .  (22) 
In the case of  , the relative phase between signals 1S  and 2S  is  . As we can 
conclude, the information encoded in the polarization and in the relative phases are 
equivalent.  
In the analysis of the DPS QKD protocol, we can use the following conventions of the 
relative phases of the signals and the polarization states on the Bloch-ball:  
 
 
   
1 2
1 2
1
0 ,
2
1 1
0 1 .
2 2
S S
S i S
   
    
 (23) 
In Fig. 9, we have illustrated these conventions in the notations of the security analysis. The 
first and the second signals are denoted by 1S  and 2S .  
The soundness of these notations of the proposed geometric analysis is based on the fact 
that the relative phases between the pulses can be represented by polarization angles on the  
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Fig. 9. The notations used in the geometrical analysis of DPS QKD protocol. The relative 
phases between the pulses can be represented by polarization angles on the Bloch-ball. The 
phase encoding and polarization encoding schemes are equivalent mathematically and in 
the geometrical security analysis 
Bloch-ball, since the phase encoding scheme and the polarization encoding scheme are 
mathematically the same (Agrawal, 1997), (Inoue et al., 2003), (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010), 
(Honjo et al., 2004). Hence, the DPS QKD protocol can be modeled in terms of the 
polarization states of the B92 protocol. It uses only two polarization states, and the key can 
be described by a random sequence  1 2, , NB b b b   of logical bits, and the generated N-
length qubit string is: 
 
1 2
1
,
N i
N
b b b b
i
    

      (24) 
where ib  is the basis of the i-th qubit. The i-th qubit ib  in the string is generated 
according to the B92 coding convention (Bennett, 1992), as 0    and 1 .     
In Fig. 10, we illustrated the two polarization states of the DPS QKD protocol, used in the 
information geometric security analysis. 
In general, these polarization states can be expressed by means of some orthogonal basis 
 0 , 1  as follows:  
 0 1a b   , (25) 
where the coefficients can be given by  
  21 1
2
a e    and  21 1 ,
2
b e    (26) 
and ,a b  and 2 2 1a b  , and a b  if 0.   
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Fig. 10. The polarization states of the protocol 
In Fig. 11, we show the polarization states of 0 1a b    in the Bloch-ball 
representation, and we depict the   phase difference between quantum states  1 2,   
and  3 4,  . In practice, Alice sends a WCP signal, whose phases are randomly 
modulated by 0 or  . These WCP signals are modeled by the quantum states  1 2,   
and  3 4,   on the Bloch-ball.  
 
Fig. 11. The WCP pulses of DPS QKD protocol are modeled by different polarization states 
In Fig. 12, we show the result of the eavesdropper’s attack. For the best results, Eve uses the 
universal cloner for non-equatorial states 1 2,   and 3 , and the phase-covariant cloner for 
equatorial states (Bechmann-Pasquinucci & N. Gisin, 1999), (Cirac & Gisin, 1997), 
(Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010).  
 
Fig. 12. The tessellation of the Bloch-ball for cloned quantum states differs from the diagram 
of the pure states originally sent 
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As can be concluded, the smallest enclosing quantum informational ball contains all the 
cloned states. The length of the radius of the smallest quantum informational ball describes 
the eavesdropper’s maximally obtainable information.  
In Fig. 13 we show the smallest enclosing quantum informational ball and the convex hull of 
the quantum states.  
 
Fig. 13. The radius of the smallest quantum informational ball describes the eavesdropper’s 
maximum obtainable information. The algorithm computes the length of the information-
theoretical radius by the determination of the convex hull of mixed quantum states 
We have computed the radius of the smallest quantum informational ball, which measures 
the information obtained by the attacker. 
5.1 Coherent attack against the DPS QKD aprotocol 
The DPS QKD protocol was introduced for practical reasons, since the earlier QKD schemes 
were too complicated to implement in practice. The DPS QKD protocol has high relevance 
to practice. The DPS QKD protocol can be integrated into current network security 
applications, hence its practical implementation is much easier with the current optical 
devices and optical networks. We introduce a fundamentally new method to analyze the 
information-theoretic security of the DPS QKD protocol.  
To study the security of the protocol, we will analyze the collective attacker model against 
the optical-fiber based DPS QKD scheme. In this type of attack, Eve is equipped with 
beamsplitters, optical switch, detectors, quantum memory and a quantum computer (Biham 
& Mor, 1997), (Chen et al., 2006), (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010a). As has been shown by 
Branciard, Gisin, and Scarani (Branciard et al., 2008), the simplest realization of a collective 
attack against the DPS QKD protocol is the beam-splitting attack, hence in this section we 
use this type of attack to describe the informational-theoretic security of the DPS QKD 
protocol.  
The optical implementation and the optical devices of the eavesdropper’s coherent attack 
are illustrated in Fig. 14.  
Before we start to analyze the information-theoretic aspects of collective attacks against the 
optical-fiber based DPS QKD protocol, we give a short account of the parameters of photon 
detecting probabilities and the total efficiency of the quantum channel. As we have 
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explained previously, the single photon detection probability can be expressed as truep t , 
where   is the average number of photons per pulse and t  is the total transmission 
efficiency of the optical fiber. We also use the quantum efficiency   of the receiver, and the 
loss of the detector of the receiver by BL  db km . The optical-fiber is characterized by its 
length L and its loss coefficient   db km  (Branciard et al., 2005), (Duan et al., 2001).  
Alice’s
photons Bob
Eve’s optical device
Quantum
Memory
D1
D0
Optical Switch
BS
Detectors
BS
 
Fig. 14. Eve’s optical device for coherent attack (BS-Beam Splitter) 
Eve would like to calibrate her beamsplittered transmission to be equal to this t, however 
the sent beam with pn  pulses and with average photon number pn t  will be used by the 
eavesdropper. According to her strategy, she will use another beam with average photon 
number  1pn t  , and the probability that the eavesdropper obtains the value of a logical 
bit at a certain time and Bob has also detected the photon, is  1 t  .  
In the collective attack, the eavesdropper can use a quantum memory, hence she is able to 
change her strategy, and she can store the pulses. However, the legal parties can delay the 
public announcement for an arbitrarily long time, hence the decoherence of the 
eavesdropper’s quantum register makes it impossible to use the stored states (Biham & Mor, 
1997). Moreover, as has been shown (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004), the 
eavesdropper can use an optical interferometer with an optical switch instead of a 
beamsplitter, hence the success probability of Eve can be increased to   2 1 t  . As a 
conclusion, using a beamsplitter, the eavesdropper is able to exactly determine the values of 
the bits for a fraction of the pulse which is   2 1 t  , and for the remaining   1 2 1 t   
fraction of the states, the eavesdropper enjoys only a 50% chance of getting the correct 
result. As has been shown (Agrawal, 1997), if the total transmission efficiency of the optical 
fiber is 1t , then the mutual information between Eve and Bob is independent of this 
parameter, hence in this case it is independent of the transmission properties of the 
quantum channel. As one possible solution, the efficiency of the eavesdropper attack can be 
decreased, if the legal parties choose the average photon number   to be small, 
independently of the total transmission efficiency of the optical fiber (Inoue et al., 2003), 
(Honjo et al., 2004).  
5.2 Numerical results for the attacked DPS QKD protocol 
In Fig. 15 we summarize the results for the proposed information geometric analysis of the 
security of the DPS QKD protocol against collective attacks. In Fig. 15(a), we introduced a 
new radius    *sec :urer I A B r   derived from Eq. (20) and analyzed it in the function of the 
length of the optical fiber.  
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In Fig. 15(b), the secret key generation rate of the attacked quantum channel is derived from 
15(a). The results are based on the analysis made above, and the properties of optical-fiber 
based quantum communication. In this model, Eve is equipped with a quantum memory, 
hence she is able to store the quantum states, which introduces a time delay in the 
communication (Chen et al., 2006), (Inoue et al., 2003), (Honjo et al., 2004). The analysis 
shows the correlation between the length of the optical fiber and the maximal secure key 
generation rate. The secret key generation rates are computed from the radius securer  as a 
function of the fiber-length. The secure key generation rate was derived from the radius of 
the smallest quantum informational ball (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010).  
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Fig. 15. Radii of the information-theoretic ball (a) and secure key generation rates (b) as a 
function of optical fiber length for DPS QKD protocols for an eavesdropper-free channel and 
an eavesdropped channel. The secret key rates are derived by the proposed information 
geometric algorithm 
The secure key generation rate of the protocol for a coherent attack is computed from the 
radius of the quantum informational ball. It is slightly different from the result of the 
eavesdropper-free protocol, however there is no significant decrease in the radius of the 
smallest quantum informational ball (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010).  
In Fig. 16  we show the results of our analysis for a collective attack. The effects of the 
disturbance caused by the eavesdropper is analyzed in the range of  0,0.5 . The upper and 
lower bounds of radii of the eavesdropper’s smallest quantum ball are shown as the 
function of the disturbance, using UCM and phase-covariant quantum cloners. 
We have used the mutual information analysis to show the security of the DPS QKD 
protocol against coherent attacks. The radius of the smallest enclosing informational ball, 
hence the maximal obtainable information of the eavesdropper, increases with the level of 
disturbance. However, in the tolerated range of the disturbance level of the DPS QKD 
protocol, the analyzed quantum cloners make no possible for an eavesdropper to realize a 
successful attack in practice. As it is well described by the radii of the smallest quantum 
informational balls, the UCM based attack allows Eve less information than the phase-
covariant based attack, which result confirms the mutual information analysis of UCM and 
phase-covariant cloner based attacks (Bechmann-Pasquinucci & N. Gisin, 1999), (Cirac & 
Gisin, 1997), (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010). 
The results of the information-theoretic based analysis confirmed the fact, that coherent 
attack does not help to Eve to increase her information about the key.  
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Fig. 16. Results of information geometrical security analysis of DPS QKD protocol for 
collective attack. The eavesdropper’s obtainable information is described by the radius of 
the smallest enclosing quantum informational ball (lower bound - solid lines, upper bound - 
dashed lines) 
5.2.1 Numerical results for the attacked DPS QKD protocol 
The DPS QKD protocol offers information-theoretically secure quantum communication 
over optical fiber quantum channels, and the practical implementations of the protocol 
make it possible to use quantum cryptography in a simple and efficient way, with relatively 
high secret key generation rates over long distances. The protocol can be implemented easily 
with current optical network structure and optical fibers, and makes it possible for quantum 
cryptography to become a popular and easy-implementable practical cryptographic system 
in the future.  
Practical QKD schemes require a reliable medium, which can transmit the photons with 
reasonable losses. The optical-fiber based QKD approaches seem to be the most appropriate 
choice for many practical reasons. This section analyzed the information-theoretic security 
of actual optical-fiber based QKD schemes using efficient information geometric 
approaches. In the proposed security analysis we introduced the smallest enclosing ball 
representation, which is used to describe the information-theoretic security of the QKD 
scheme. We analyzed the information-theoretic impacts of the most general eavesdropping 
attacks against the protocols, and we discovered the connection between the length of the 
optical fiber and the radius of the smallest enclosing quantum informational ball. Using the 
quantum informational ball representation, we derived the connection between the secret 
key generation rate over optical channels. The secure key rate is calculated from the 
information-theoretic radii of the smallest enclosing quantum informational balls, as a 
function of the length of the optical-fiber.  
The proposed security analysis was focused on the most general coherent attack. Although 
sufficiently advanced technical devices—such as quantum memory or quantum 
computers—are still not available, the security of quantum communication against these 
attacks will be a very important issue in the future. To demonstrate the applicability of the 
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presented information geometric algorithm, we analyzed the information-theoretic security 
of the DPS QKD protocol.  
6. Long-distance quantum communications with optical fiber channels 
This chapter discusses secure long-distance quantum communications. As we have 
concluded in Section 5.2.1, the DPS QKD protocol can be the key protocol to achieve secure 
long-distance quantum communication over the optical-fiber based infrastructure. 
However, the secure long distance quantum communication would not be possible without 
the quantum repeater. In this section, we describe the working mechanism of quantum 
repeater, which is the key in the implementation of DPS QKD scheme over long distances 
with the help of the optical fiber network. 
The success of future long-distance quantum communications and global quantum key 
distribution systems depends on the development of efficient quantum repeaters. A quantum 
repeater is not simply a signal amplifier, in contrast to classical repeaters. The quantum 
repeater is based on the transmission of entangled quantum states between the repeater nodes. 
As we will show in Section 6.1, there are several differences between a classical and a quantum 
repeater. In the quantum communication networks of the future, besides long distance 
communication, other networks structures could be implemented, such as self-organizing, 
truly probabilistic quantum networks, see (Gyongyosi & Imre, 2010e).  
6.1 The quantum repeater 
The quantum repeater nodes create highly entangled EPR (Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen) states 
with high fidelity of entanglement. The entangled quantum states can be sent through the 
quantum channel as single quantum states or as multiple photons. In the first case the 
fidelity of the shared entanglement could be higher, however it has lower probability of 
success in practice, since these quantum states can be lost easily on the noisy quantum 
channel (Duan et al., 2001). In order to recover fidelity of entanglement from noisy quantum 
states purification is needed. If the quantum repeaters could communicate with each other 
through idealistic quantum channels, the fidelity of the shared pairs would be nearly 
maximal, which could decrease dramatically the purification steps required.  
Sharing of quantum entanglement plays critical role in quantum repeaters. The fidelity of 
the entanglement decreases during the transmission through the noisy quantum channel 
(Ladd et al., 2006), (Van Loock et al., 2008). Therefore, in practical implementations, the 
quantum entanglement cannot be distributed over very long distances; instead, the EPR 
states are generated and distributed between smaller segments (Van Meter et al., 2009). 
A practical approach of the quantum repeater is called the “hybrid quantum repeater” (Van 
Meter et al., 2009), (Munro et al., 2008), (Jiang et al., 2008). The hybrid quantum repeater 
uses atomic-qubit entanglement and optical coherent state communication (Munro et al., 
2010). In practice, the base stations of the quantum repeaters are connected by optical fibers, 
the entangled quantum states are sent through these fibers (Louis et al., 2008), (Sangouard et 
al., 2009).  
Quantum repeaters use the purification protocol to increase the fidelity of transmission 
(Sangouard et al., 2009), (Stephens et al., 2008). The rate of entanglement purification 
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depends on the fidelity of the shared quantum states, since the purification step is a 
probabilistic process. Moreover, the success probability of the purification of the entangled 
quantum states depends on the fidelity of the entangled states – if the fidelity of 
entanglement of the shared state is low, then the success probability of its purification will 
be also low. Another important disadvantage of the purification algorithm is that it requires 
a lot of classical information exchange between the quantum nodes (Devitt et al., 2008).  
The quantum repeater itself can be regarded as a quantum computer, which can realize the 
quantum teleportation algorithm and the purification steps. The quantum transformations 
at the receiver side of teleportation require classical inputs, since the quantum teleportation 
protocol uses them to recover the unknown quantum state from the entangled quantum 
state (Munro et al., 2010), (Louis et al., 2008), (Sangouard et al., 2009). In the sharing process, 
the sender base station entangles the quantum state with another separate physical qubit, 
and then it is multiplexed into the quantum channel (Van Meter et al., 2009). At the 
receiver’s side, the multiplexed pulses are demultiplexed, and the receiver entangles each 
pulse with a free quantum state. If the entangling operation is successful, then the sender 
and the receiver share an EPR state (Duan et al., 2001), (Munro et al., 2010), (World Wide 
Science, 2011).  
The entanglement creation uses the quantum communication channel; hence some noise is 
added to the transmitted states. As follows, in the next step, the created entanglement has to 
be purified (Bernardes et al., 2010), (Munro et al., 2010), (Van Meter et al., 2009). The 
purification is an error-correcting scheme, and it uses local quantum operations only – hence 
these operations can be realized in the separated base stations locally (Van Meter et al., 
2009). The purification step takes two EPR pairs and by the usage of local quantum 
transformation and classical communication, it combines the two EPR states into one, 
higher-fidelity EPR pair (Munro et al., 2010).  
In the next step, the unknown quantum state can be teleported by the quantum teleportation 
scheme, furthermore using entanglement swapping it can be transmitted to the final 
destination. The entanglement swapping (Munro et al., 2010), (Van Meter et al., 2009) is 
equal to a set of quantum teleportation steps – hence the entanglement swapping is an 
“extended teleportation protocol”, which is able to bridge the gap between the physically 
separated stations in long distances (Duan et al., 2001), (Van Meter et al., 2009). During 
quantum teleportation, the sender’s input quantum state is destroyed and recovered at the 
receiver’s side, using shared entanglement between the parties. The receiver needs two 
classical bits to recover the unknown quantum state. In the protocol, both the sender and the 
receiver have to use local quantum operations only, which are based on classical 
information. 
The purification process destroys the Bell pair, hence two quantum states in the middle 
station have been freed, and they can be reused in the next teleportation. The chain of 
repeaters has been constructed to extend of the distance between those nodes which share 
an EPR state. The purification scheme is able to correct the errors of the transmission which 
occurs at the node-switching and the fiber-based communication devices. The entanglement 
swapping can be extended to long distances, and by means of the node-to-node quantum 
communications, a global-scale quantum network can be constructed in the future (Van 
Meter et al., 2009).  
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In practical implementations, many EPR states can be shared between two nodes, and from 
these imperfect EPR pairs, the selection of the most appropriate pairs could be a complex 
algorithmic problem. In the literature several purification algorithms have been discussed, 
such as the symmetric purification, the pumping method, greedy scheduling or the banded 
purification method (Van Meter et al., 2008). The purification process is a probabilistic 
process, which means, that it can fail in some cases, but this probability decreases as the 
fidelity of the input EPR states grows (Van Meter et al., 2009).  
6.2 The implementation of quantum repeaters 
The design of a quantum repeater has been studied by Van Meter et al. (Van Meter et al., 
2009), and in 2008 they presented a system design for a practical quantum repeater (Munro 
et al., 2008). Quantum repeaters will be very important for long-distance quantum 
communications, distributed quantum systems, and secure quantum communications. On 
the other hand, there are several differences between a classical and a quantum repeater. 
Due to the fundamental differences between the classical states and the quantum states, the 
quantum repeater works in a completely different way. The quantum repeater is not a signal 
amplifier, the way a classical repeater is.  
The working mechanism of the quantum repeater is based on the following quantum 
protocols (Munro et al., 2008), (Van Meter et al., 2009):  
- purification of quantum states.  
- entanglement swapping (quantum teleportation). 
The purification protocol is used to increase the fidelity of the distributed quantum states. 
Quantum teleportation is used to transport unknown quantum states using EPR states. 
Basically, these two quantum protocols represent the fundamental basis of a quantum 
repeater.  
From an engineering point of view, the development of quantum repeaters is one of the 
biggest and most important challenges. As follows from the theoretical background of the 
quantum repeater, it requires a classical communication channel to assist the quantum 
communication. The quantum teleportation protocol requires classical information, 
otherwise the unknown quantum state cannot be recovered in a physically separated, 
distant location.  
The quantum repeater uses quantum entanglement for the “retransmission” of a quantum 
state. We would like to guarantee the successful transfer of the quantum state, hence the 
implementation of an error correcting scheme is required. The quantum repeater will use 
the purification protocol, which can be used to increase the fidelity of the transmission.  
In the work of Van Meter et al. (Van Meter et al., 2009), a new algorithm has been 
introduced for this purpose, they called it banded purification (Van Meter et al., 2009). The 
banded purification scheme could improve the utilization of the resources and the 
“repeating” of the quantum states.  
The fidelity of the transmitted quantum states depends on the fidelity of the distributed EPR 
states. The entangled Bell states have to be shared among the stations in an initial step—
these EPR states will be used in the teleportation protocol. After the EPR states have been 
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distributed and the teleportation of the unknown quantum state has been finished, an error-
correction scheme has to be used to correct any possible errors produced during the 
transformation.  
The quantum repeater itself is a quantum computer, which can realize the quantum 
teleportation algorithm and the purification steps. These quantum transformations require 
classical inputs, since the quantum teleportation protocol requires them. 
Entanglement swapping is the process in which the quantum state repeats from A to B, 
through several intermediate base stations, using quantum teleportation and purification.  
The working mechanism of the quantum repeater can be divided into the following main 
steps:  
1. Creation of Bell states distributed among the quantum base stations,  
2. Purification of the shared EPR states,  
3. Teleportation between the nodes, 
4. Entanglement swapping.  
In a quantum communication network, the quantum repeater works differently from the 
classical repeater. The whole transmission rather could be called “entanglement swapping,” 
since it is this step which realizes the transmission. Now, let’s see the steps of the working 
mechanism of the quantum repeater.  
In the first step, high-quality entangled pairs are shared between the base stations. These 
base stations could be a few tens of kilometers from each other. As has been shown by Van 
Meter et al. (Van Meter et al., 2009), using optical devices for quantum communication, the 
entangled quantum states can be created with a fidelity of 0.63 for 20 kilometers, which can 
even be increased by the purification step.  
In the sharing process, the sender base station entangles a quantum state with another 
separate physical qubit, then it is multiplexed into the optical-fiber - or the quantum 
channel. At the receiver side, the multiplexed pulses are demultiplexed, and the receiver 
entangles each pulse with a free quantum state. If the entangling operation succeeds, then 
the sender and the receiver share an EPR state.  
The process of entanglement creation between the base stations is illustrated in Fig. 17. 

Quantum ChannelStation A
Create Entanglement
Intermediate 
Station

Quantum Channel Station B
Create Entanglement
 
Fig. 17. The background of the quantum repeater is entanglement creation between the 
adjacent nodes. The quantum states are transmitted by quantum teleportation and local 
operations in the local nodes 
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The entanglement creation uses the quantum communication channel, hence some noise is 
added to the process. As follows, in the next step, the created entanglement has to be 
purified. The next step is purification, which can help to increase the fidelity of the shared 
EPR states before the unknown quantum state is teleported. The purification is an error-
correcting scheme, and it uses local quantum operations only: hence these operations can be 
realized locally in the separated base stations (Van Meter et al., 2009).  
Now, let’s see what this purification does. The purification step takes two EPR pairs and by 
the use of local quantum transformation and classical communication, it combines the two 
EPR states into one EPR pair, which has greater fidelity.  
The theoretical working mechanism of the purification step is illustrated in Fig. 18. 
Quantum ChannelStation A
Create Entanglement
Intermediate 
Station


EPR 1
EPR 2
EPR 1
EPR 2
Higher-fidelity 
EPR state
Higher-fidelity 
EPR state
Purification in 
Station A
Purification in 
Station B
Classical ChannelPurification 
Result
Classical Channel Purification Result
 
Fig. 18. The noisy quantum states can be purified by entanglement purification. This step 
requires a lot of resources and classical communication  
The purification step has great relevance to the fidelity of the working mechanism of the 
quantum repeater, however the enhancement of the efficiency of this scheme is still under 
research (Munro et al., 2009). In the purification step, from two input EPR pairs one EPR 
pair is generated, hence the purification of the two EPR states destroys one EPR state. As 
follows, one EPR pair becomes a free qubit, hence this step frees some physical resources 
(Munro et al., 2009). The purification step could result in two possible outcomes:  
1. the purification operation fails, and both EPR pairs are then freed;  
2. the purification operation succeeds: the result is one EPR pair, with higher fidelity. If the 
fidelity is still low, this state can be used in the next purification step, otherwise it can 
be used for teleporting and entanglement swapping.  
This purification can be done between several other EPR pairs, hence an efficient algorithm 
is required to choose the Bell pairs to be purified. This method is called scheduling, and it has 
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great importance from the viewpoint of the physical resources and the rate at which the 
fidelity of the shared EPR pairs can be increased (Bernardes et al., 2010). 
After the purification step has been finished, in the next step the unknown quantum state 
can be teleported by the quantum teleporting scheme and by entanglement swapping it can 
be transmitted to its final destination (Bernardes et al., 2010).  
The next step is teleportation and entanglement swapping. Entanglement swapping is equal 
to a set of quantum teleportation steps: hence entanglement swapping can be viewed as an 
“extended teleportation protocol,” which is able to bridge the large distances between 
physically separated stations. The quantum teleportation protocol is a component of 
entanglement swapping, and while quantum teleportation is realized between base stations 
at short distances, entanglement swapping is an “extended teleportation” which is realized 
between the sender and the receiver stations. In the quantum teleportation scheme, Alice’s 
input quantum state is destroyed and recovered at Bob’s side, using shared entanglement 
between the parties. Bob needs two classical bits to recover the unknown quantum state. In 
this protocol, both Alice and Bob have to use local quantum operations only, which are 
based on classical information. 
If we apply quantum teleportation between nodes at short distances, the final result will be 
referred as entanglement swapping. The Bell states are shared between the adjacent base 
stations, hence entanglement swapping has the following steps (Van Meter et al., 2009):  
- entanglement sharing between Station 1 and Station 2,  
- entanglement sharing between Station 2 and Station 3,  
- teleportation from Station 1 to Station 2,  
- local operations at Station 2, measurement of both quantum states: quantum bits are 
freed at Station 2,  
- classical communication from Station 2 to Station 3, 
- local operations at the Station 3. 
This process destroys a Bell pair, hence two quantum states in the middle station have been 
freed, and they can be reused in the next teleportation. The result of the whole process is a 
swapped entanglement, which connects Station A and Station B.  
As the result of the swapped entanglement, the unknown quantum state has been 
transferred from the sender base station to the receiver base station, through an arbitrary 
number of intermediate base stations. The structure of this quantum repeating consists of a 
chain of base stations—or quantum repeaters—and the information is transmitted via 
quantum teleportation. The chain of repeaters was constructed for the purpose of extending 
the distance between those nodes that share an EPR state. In the proposed construction this 
means that in the swapping process, two n-hop Bell pairs are combined into one 2n EPR 
state. This architecture is called the “doubling architecture” and, as has been shown by 
Briegel et al. (Briegel et al., 1998), the performance of the system declines polynomially 
rather than exponentially as the distance increases.  
In the zero level of entanglement swapping, zero swaps has been made, in the first level one, 
while in the second level, two swap transformations have been realized. After the 
transformations have been finished, the initial EPR pair is stretched to reach all the hops, the 
EPR states of the intermediate hops—which mean three EPR states—have been destroyed 
(Van Meter et al., 2009).  
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
Quantum ChannelStation A
Create Entanglement
Intermediate 
Station

Quantum Channel Station B
Create Entanglement

Quantum ChannelStation A
Swapped Entanglement
Freed Quantum
States

Quantum Channel Station B
Initial Stage
Final Stage
 
Fig. 19. The entanglement swapping realized by the local transformations made in the 
Intermediate Node. The swapping operation frees up the “intermediate” EPR states  
The zero level of swapping with n base stations is illustrated in Fig. 20.  

Quantum ChannelStation A
Create Entanglement
Intermediate 
Station

Quantum Channel
Create Entanglement
Intermediate 
Station

Quantum Channel Station n
Create Entanglement

Intermediate 
Station
Create Entanglement
 
Fig. 20. In the first phase, the adjacent repeater nodes shares entanglement with each other 
In this phase, each pair of adjacent base stations share an EPR pair with each other. In the 
next step, the adjacent base stations start to communicate with each other using quantum 
teleportation and classical communication. As a result of this step, the EPR state will span 
two base stations. The entanglement swapping will free up four quantum states.  

Quantum ChannelStation A
Create Entanglement

Quantum Channel

Quantum Channel Station n

Intermediate 
Station
Create Entanglement
Freed Quantum
States
Freed Quantum
States
 
Fig. 21. After the EPR states have been shared, local transformations are made. These 
transformations free up quantum states in the nodes 
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In the second level, the entanglement swapping is realized between three base stations, 
which will result in four spanned base stations, and in six freed quantum states (Van Meter 
et al., 2009). The second level of entanglement swapping is illustrated in Fig. 22.  

Quantum ChannelStation A
Swapped Entanglement between Station A and Station n

Quantum Channel

Quantum Channel Station n

Freed Quantum
States
Freed Quantum
States
Freed Quantum
States
 
Fig. 22. After the local transformations have been realized in the intermediate stations, the 
result is an entanglement between node A and node B 
The proposed method can be extended to n levels of entanglement swapping and the 
number of base stations spanned to 2n . The architecture can be used for long-distance 
communication and in the quantum networks of the future (Munro et al., 2010), (Van Meter 
et al., 2009). Entanglement swapping is realized by the purification step and the quantum 
teleportation protocol combined with classical communications. The purification scheme is 
able to correct the errors of the transmission which occurs in the node-switching and the 
fiber-based communication devices. Entanglement swapping can be extended to long 
distances, and with the help of node-to-node quantum communications, a global scale 
quantum network can be constructed in the future. 
7. Conclusion 
In the first part of the chapter, we analyzed the DPS QKD scheme. The DPS QKD protocol 
has become more popular among quantum cryptographic protocols, since it offers higher 
key rates and easier implementation. The DPS protocol is tailored for practical 
applications—such as long-distance quantum communication over optical fiber quantum 
channels—and represents a more applicable protocol than other discrete- and continuous-
variable QKD protocols, which were invented by theorists. The differential phase-shift 
protocol has better rates and its practical realizations are much simpler. However the 
security of the DPS QKD protocol is still an open question, since it unconditional security 
has not been fully approved yet. In this chapter, we analyzed the most general collective 
attack against the protocol by information geometrical methods, and for different attacker 
strategies. The proposed information geometrical method analyses the information-
theoretic security of the DPS QKD protocol, and it could offer a very useful practical 
algorithmical solution to solve the still open and unknown questions related to the 
information-theoretic security of quantum cryptographic protocols. In the second part we 
have summarized the working mechanism of quantum repeater which will have great 
importance in optical fiber based secure long-distance quantum communications. The 
most ideal QKD protocol between the quantum repeater nodes should be the DPS 
protocol in the future, according to the flexibility, efficiency, easy implementability and 
low communication complexity.  
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